Collection of open tasks

* Status of HLT abstracts submitted to conferences

Collection of open tasks

* Open tasks Oct 2012

Rates

* Hlt rates for Sept 2012 -- with Moore v14r7

Online Mass Plots

A collection of online mass plots from run 133126 can be found here.

Hlt efficiencies

* Hlt efficiencies for Sept 2012 -- study of Topo Ks changes.
* Hlt efficiencies for Sept 2012 -- with Moore v14r6 (latest studies)
* Hlt efficiencies for Sept 2012 -- with Moore v14r6
* Hlt efficiencies for June 2012 -- with Moore v14r5p2
* Hlt efficiencies for June 2012 -- with Moore v14r5p1
* Hlt efficiencies for June 2012 -- earlier studies
* Hlt efficiencies for May 2012 -- earlier studies
* Hlt efficiency tests -- earlier studies

Timing studies

* Timing studies Moore v14r7
* Timing studies Moore v14r6
* Timing studies Moore v14r5
* Timing studies Moore v14r4
* Timing studies Moore v14r3
* Timing Studies May 2012
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